Step 1 - Go to setup.particle.io. You will see a screen that looks like below

What would you like to do?

SETUP AN ELECTRON

SET UP AN E SERIES MODULE

ACTIVATE A PARTICLE SIM

NEXT

Step 2 - Choose the electron and hit next

Let's set up your **Electron**!
Before going any further, please make sure you have the following items readily available:
Step 3 - Enter the ICCID number of the device which can be found on the back of the sim card below the barcode.

Enter your SIM’s **ICCID number**

Providing the ICCID number will allow you to activate your Particle SIM card

ICCID number (19..22 digits):
8888888888888888

HELPFUL HINT!

You can find your ICCID number on the back of your SIM card, below the barcode

NEXT

Step 4 - Activate Sim

Nice! Time to **activate your SIM**

Your device will use a Particle SIM to connect to the Device Cloud over a cellular network. Cellular data is included as part of Device Cloud access. Enroll in a Device Cloud subscription to activate your particle SIM.

SUBSCRIBE & ACTIVATE SIM

SUBSCRIBE & ACTIVATE SIM

SIM activation may take up to 1 minute. Please be patient. You will receive an email receipt once SIM was activated.

Step 5 - Enter your credit card information to start prototyping with the Electron
Card number

MM / YY

CVC

Remember me

Pay